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Results compiled from this publications membership
opinion survey regarding satisfaction with policies and actions of
The KPOA Board, acting through it’s tree and bluff committees,
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8. Knowing what you know now would you buy view property in
Kala Point again?
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7. From your experience in Kala Point do you feel that has been
true?
YES- 24%
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6. When buying into Kala Point did you believe (and rely on that
belief in your purchase) the CC&Rs would protect your property
value by providing you the ability to maintain your view?
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5. Do you think that a home owner’s ability to maintain their
view per the CC&Rs is critical in maintaining their property
value?
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No Answer- 2.5%

4. Do you think that a routine rejection rate of approximately
50% for maintenance request is excessive?
YES- 81%
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3. Do you think that one year of bureaucratic processing for a
view maintenance request is excessive?
YES- 87%
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2. Do you think 3 years between opportunities to address a view
maintenance issue is excessive given that fir trees can grow in
excess of 5 ft in one year?
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indicates broad dissatisfaction. More than
eighty-percent of survey respondents reported
that their view was controlled by the BMAC,
with only sixteen-percent responding that their
view was not BMAC-Controlled; thus the
results clearly express the views of those most
impacted by committee decisions affecting
home values. The full survey results are found on
an adjacent page in this edition.
Almost all respondents (95%) believe that
an owner’s ability to maintain views in accord
with language of the owner-association contract
(CC&Rs) is critical to the maintenance of
homeowner values. Similarly, almost all (87%)
of survey respondents reported having relied
on the view-protective governing document
terms when buying into Kala Point. Despite
this reliance, nearly three-quarters of
respondents (71%) replied that they have not
experienced view value protection from the
policies and actions of KPOA.
Better than three-fourths of respondents
(ranging from 76% to 87%) found that
committee decision-making was too slow, too
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bureaucratic, too restrictive in filing
opportunities (once every three years) and
generally designed to discourage applicants.
Owners of view properties, who pay a premium
in property tax assessments fixed every few
years, are clearly unhappy with KPOA actions
that prioritize the tree preservation agenda
ahead of contracted individual owner rights to
view maintenance; rights mandated by the
governing documents to be “preserved to the
greatest extent practicable.”
Association refusal to enforce the
provisions of governing documents, thus
impacting view property owners contract
rights, affects more than just those directly
impacted owners. Similar board actions in
numerous other Western Washington
waterfront communities have resulting in very
expensive litigation as such owners last resort
opportunity to enforce the contract and recover
lost marine view asset value. Such litigation
typically imposes hundreds of thousands of
dollars in legal defense fees on ALL owners,
whether or not directly affected by
view-restrictive policies.

The Importance of Walking
♦ Walking can add minutes to your life. This

♦ I joined a health club last year, spent about

enables you at 85 years old to spend an

400 bucks. Haven’t lost a pound. Apparently

additional 5 months in a nursing home at $7000

you have to go there.

per month.

♦ Every time I hear the dirty word ‘exercise’,

♦ I have to walk early in the morning, before

I wash my mouth out with chocolate...

my brain figures out what I’m doing.

♦ If you are going to try cross-country skiing,

♦ I like long walks, especially when they are

start with a small country.

taken by people who annoy me.

♦ My grandpa started walking five miles a day

♦ The only reason I would take up walking is

when he was 60. Now he’s 97 years old and we

so that I could hear heavy breathing again.

don’t know where he is.
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From Michelle at Evergreen
Fitness Center
Commandment #5: Thou shall
keep lunch and dinner as small
meals, having a snack 2 hours prior
to each of those meals.
The Benefit of Small Frequent Meals
If you’ve ever researched any type of diet, you’ve
likely seen the many medical studies proving
that small frequent meals boost your metabolism
and aid in digestion.
Think of your body as a fire. When sparking a
fire you add a little tinder to get it going. Soon
the fire consumes the kindling, with it needing
more fuel to keep from burning out. So you add

one or two logs until you have a crackling fire.
At this point, all your fire needs is a log every
hour for it to keep burning brightly throughout
the night.
Then again, people have a tendency to pile on
logs, sometimes five or six at a time. As a result,
the fire flares up into a big, out of control blaze.
Burning hotter the timber is quickly spent, and
before you know it the flames fade into embers needing more logs. So what did you accomplish? You wasted a bunch of wood unnecessarily. Didn’t know you were going to get
wood burning advice this month, did you?!
Analogies aside, the moral is the same for dieting. The more food you put in, the harder your
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body works to digest it. Our bodies have a very
clever way to handle too much food by putting
the excess into storage. Translation: fat.
Smaller, more frequent meals kick starts your
metabolism, allowing your body to burn calories at a constant rate. This allows the body to
process food more efficiently and more effectively as energy instead of fat. A bonus effect is
eliminating that bloated, stuffed feeling that follows a large meal.
Imagine how much more enjoyable Thanksgiving would be if we savored the meal over 3
hours instead of wolfing it down in one 20
minute sitting. Who says we have to eat it all at
once? What would be wrong with having your
salad at 12:00, some side dishes at 1:00, turkey
and mashed potatoes at 2:00, with dessert at
3:00? Even better, you could have that second
taste of Mom’s famous stuffing at 4:00 and a
turkey sandwich at 5:00! Not a bad idea considering all the time it takes to prepare the meal in
the first place.
Small frequent meals can help show you how
to lose weight without ever being too hungry
or too full. After a two week period the concept of small frequent meals becomes a way of
life. You feel better, your body works more efficiently, and you lose weight, while taking back
control of your body.
Don’t wait another day, start with your next
meal. As we all know, the hardest step to take is
the first. When you begin today you won’t have
to stress or think about it anymore, you will
have taken that hard first step!
If you like to talk about more information on this subject or joining a fitness center, you can reach Michelle West at: 385-3036,
evergreenfitness@qwestoffice.net, or visit the
Website at: www.evergreenfitness.net Evergreen Fitness Center, “We’re just around the
corner!”
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THIS MEANS YOU!
Some of us are currently living
alone and it is with certainty that
YOU, too, will eventually lose your
partner. When that occurs, you could
find yourself in a predicament when
it comes to getting to medical
appointments, particularly surgeries.
By law, you MUST be accompanied
by a person to drive you home. You
will be asked to name that individual
before you obtain your procedure.
We will continue to attempt to
provide a viable list of persons
within our community to provide
rides for you if commercial means
do not supply your needs. Enclosed
in this issue is an updated list of
providers of rides and other services
that is meant to be clipped from the
newsletter and kept for your use. It
will be updated each Fall. Please contact us at: kparticles@live.com if
you wish to be added to our list
of drivers.
We also are considering
starting a group that might
assist our neighborhood in things
other than rides for a short period of
time. This support could be things
such as providing meals, feeding pets,
getting your mail and/or watering
your plants. Please write us your
thoughts on this matter, because this
“service” could be cumbersome and
is sometimes offered by others in
the larger community. We are
wondering if it would be worthwhile
to pursue something more than
just rides.
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Medical Transportation:
Save & Post on Your Refrigerator

Agencies & Rides
AMBULANCE
East Jefferson Fire & Rescue
9-1-1 Emergencies ONLY
385-2626 all others
Agency on Aging
Eldercare Locator - 1-800-677-1116
Around the Sound Transportation Specialists
www.Around-the-Sound.net
(253) 858-7088
(800) 600-8043
Dial-A-Ride
Jefferson Transit
www.jeffersontransit.org
385-4777
Dungeness Line
www.olympicbuslines.com
(360) 417-0700
(800) 457-4492
Ecumenical Christian Helping Hands
Organization (ECHHO)
www.echhojc.org
379-3246
Olympic Community Action Programs (Olycap)
www.olycap.org
385-2571
Peninsula Taxi
385-1872
Rocket Transportation
www.gorocketman.com
(877) 697-6258

news & views
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Our interesting Neighbors
Doug Lee

The Kala Point Community reveals, with
little effort and many pleasant surprises,
some highly interesting personalities
with world-class experiences, skills and
often hobbies.
One such interesting personality is
14-year Kala Point resident Doug Lee,
who, with wife Eleanor, is one of many from
Southern California that fell in love with
The Great Northwest after introduction to Kala
Point from a fellow Californian Ex-Pat.

to which Doug contributed have, in fact, proven
to be vitally important in establishing
technology-based advantages enabling decades
of USA superiority in electronic gathering,
protecting, analysis and detection using radio
spectrum and data processing.
Much of Doug’s work was performed as
an expert resource to private, government and
military organizations through the prestigious
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in Menlo Park,
the worlds leading “think tank” on all those
secret things so vital to quietly protecting our
country and way of life through the
invention, perfection and deployment
of what began in World War I to be
defined as “invisible signals”,
evolving into the government
missions with assets “listening”
across the planet from land and space
based platforms.

An example of digital image integration.
The pilot of this legacy war bird, after a closer look,
is revealed to be Doug Lee. Is it real?

Doug, an accomplished expert in military
and government radio frequency (RF)
technologies, now retired, has worked for
more than 45 years worldwide in support
of military and government communications
programs and installations. Many such programs

If you see a large antenna (dish)
aimed at space (like the 150 ft.
diameter deep space antenna at
Stanford) or note the bristling array
of antennas on the bridge of a
modern naval vessel moored at
Indian Island, you can be sure that
Doug Lee has had a hand in
some form of it’s history, design,
deployment and perfection.

Today Doug’s passion is
anything but invisible. Kala Point residents
have enjoyed his photographic contributions,
including the digital integration of images like
that accompanying this article. The entire photo
set for this year’s KP Calendar distributed in
connection with this publication, are from his
broad collection.

news & views
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Overgrown
Community
Property Harboring Predators
Is Your Pet Safe…Or Among The
Missing?
Despite strong requirements in the
governing documents mandating continuous
effective clearance of brushy overgrowth on all
property units
(including
common
property)
there remain
many overgrown areas
under KPOA
maintenance that have not been cleared, and
which are inhabited by predators.
Coyote and Raccoon droppings are
evident in these common (as well as other
undeveloped lot) areas, along with remains of
small prey animals, even in very close proximity
to The Clubhouse and nearby private units.
Residents have noted numerous coyote sightings
at these un-maintained areas; including a
breeding pair with pups denning in brambles just
west of the Clubhouse, that roamed the
neighborhood, hunting owner’s pets. Raccoons
in and around homes; pose significant risk of
pet loss and of spreading rabies and other
diseases,
as they
frequently
attack
small pets.

Overgrown Community Property Just
West of the Clubhouse Where a
Breeding Pair of Coyotes Den with Pups

While it is
expected
that there
will be
s o m e
Coyote
sightings

due to the proximity of nearby wooded buffers
as well as DNR and State Park lands, those are
factors not under our control. What is under
our control are the factors encouraging
predators to build dens and raise families in our
midst as they react to rising pressure on their
historic habitat. Failing to clear large brambles
and similar overgrowth, along with the feeding
of raccoons (principal prey of the Coyote) are
problems. Cougar are attracted by the large
deer population, with Cougar also attacking
Coyote, whom they perceive as competition.
What can YOU do? Firstly, don’t feed
raccoons. Secondly, don’t allow large overgrown
areas to develop on your property, and thirdly,
require the KPOA Grounds Committee
to enforce brush management, in accord
with CC&Rs, on nearby units and common
property areas.

22 Tahlequah Lane, Port Townsend, WA 98368
360-385-3036
www.evergreenfitness.net

We’re just a stone’s throw away from
Kala Point! Stop by and see!
We offer:
FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Massage on site

Sauna & Steam Rooms

Pro Shop

Senior Conditioning

Apex Nutrition

Personal Training

Tanning Beds

Juice & Espresso Bar

Group Fitness

Martial Arts

Business & Service Directory
Landscape Disaster Repair offers weeding, pruning,
fertilization, brush removal, hardscape solutions and the
creation of low-maintenance yards. 24 years’ experience.
Call for information. Residential disaster repair as well.
You name it and we probably do it. 360-379-6146
What Lurks Under Your Home? Moisture problems?
Wet crawl space? Make your home healthier, warmer,
cleaner. For a free estimate or more information call
“Clean Space Northwest,” 1-877-698-0260.
Cont. Lic. #IronwbI097kb.
Moving, Hauling, Dump Runs, Residential Cleanup,
estate sale cleanup, junk removal, you name it. I have an
18-foot box truck for local or longer distance moves.
360-379-6146
Highly Skilled Pruning of trees, shrubs, hedges
and rhododendrons. Call Richard, 732-0510 or
1-888-854-4640.
Mail Plus- All your Shipping & Packaging needs! w/
UPS, DHL, FedEx. Notary, custom T-shirts, passport photos, pet tags, copies, biz cards, laminating/binding, banners,
friendly service! Across from QFC in Castle Hill Ctr. Why
drive all the way to the Post Office? 379-1156
The Village Barber- “...Because life’s too short for a
bad haircut!” 741 Ness’ Corner Rd, Port Hadlock. Brad
Garrison Gray & Mike Clark. Tues thru Fri-9-5, Sat-9-4.
Call 385-6865.

Kevin Tuuri

“Your Home Navigator”

(360) 385-9344 x 18 bus.
(360) 643-3087 cell
YourHomeNavigator.com
KevinTuuri@Windermere.com

1220 Water Street
Port Townsend, WA
98368
(Kala Point
Resident)

Professional Roofing, Cleaning & Repair: C & M Roofing has worked for builders & residents in Kala Point for
years. For reroofing, roofing repairs or cleaning of any type
of roof, call Mike Perillo, 437-7935.
Professional Chimney Cleaning & Inspections - No
mess cleaning, lowest fee around, fast & friendly, inserts,
pellet stoves, woodstoves, minor repairs, chimney caps,
chimney accessories. Call John, 360-769-2344 or email
jev@aol.com.
Traveler’s Propane- Are you tired of hauling your
propane tanks and driving your RV to the nearest propane
dispenser? We deliver! Homes, Businesses, Campsites,
RV’s, Trailers, B.B.Q’s, and Forklifts. 5-50 gallon cylinders.
Call Lonnie, 360-344-4067 or 360-381-0158.
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We Buy or Consign Firearms From Estates, etcBear Arms is a full service arms dealer. We buy, sell or
trade arms plus ammo, accessories, sporting goods, &
military items. In Kivley Ctr, Pt. Hadlock. 385-7658.
Handyman - Gutter cleaning & drain flushing, retaining
walls, rock gardens, patios, stairs, walkways, hillside
stabilization/planting, concrete repair, & all phases of rot
restoration, home maintenance, repair, and upgrades. Call
Ralph,Toll Free 877-841-1523 or Cell 360-340-6232.
Weekly Meal Preparation For Seniors. Want An
Easy Way To Enjoy Balanced Meals? Customized
menus, including personalized recipes and grocery
shopping. Call Heidi’s Taste of Home for a free
consultation! - 360-732-0482.
Marriage & Family Counseling
Presbyterian Counseling Center
www.securetherapy.com/pccpt
Sliding scale fees and insurance
David Eekhoff, LMFT; Info/appt. 379-4849

Scampi & Halibut’s Seafood Grill - Satisfy your
seafood craving. Over 70 delicious items to choose from.
Beer & wine. Get hooked daily. Catch us in Port Hadlock,
just for the halibut! 385-0161.
Furniture Upholstery, Fabrics, Foam and Throw
Pillows! Spruce up your rooms before the houseguests
arrive. Vintage furniture a specialty. Call Anne at A Little
Upholstery, 385-1556.
Westbay Auto Parts - Over 150 years of combined
experience, our experts can help with automotive
problems. Come in. We will install wiper blades or refill
with purchase. 8 great locations to help you. 385-3476.
Welcoming
Staff

Your Full Service Fitness Center
• Kala Point Joining Special • Sterling Medicare Plan
• Senior Classes & Discount • FREE CLASSES
• NO enrollment fee!
• FREE Trial Membership

www.evergreenfitness.net
We’re your neighbor! 385-3036

Fade, Glare, Privacy & Heat Solution- 3M Window/
Skylight film blocks UV rays to protect your furnishings.
Keep your drapes open and let the sun shine in!
Call Window Scapes Inc. 385-3810
Mole Control - No chemicals, no poison, no moles!
Call Richard, 732-0510 or 1-888-854-4640.
Advertising Disclaimer
The printing of an article, classified or display advertising
does not necessarily constitute endorsement by
Kala Point News & Views staff. Ad space is limited and
Continued
on of
next
page
acceptance is dependent upon
availability
space.
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For Article or Ad Submissions email: newsandviews@ttpnewsletter.com
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Happy New year!

Kala Point News & Views

kala point
hiking club

Hikes are usually on Wed. at 9am but
longer hikes can start at 8am so you will need
to check for different start times.

Get Your
NameOn The
Hiking Email List!
Our mild climate in the Pacific
Northwest allows hiking as an activity that
can be enjoyed all year long. This is the time
of year when we enjoy the “River Hikes”
where the trail follows the lowland rivers
with spectacular river and waterfall views.
If you would like to be put on the hiking
email list to receive hiking schedules and
information, contact Allen Vaa at
allenvaa@hotmail.com.

Crossing the new bridge across the
Upper Dungeness River near Camp Handy

